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Editor’s Note

Welcome to the spring edition of fLIP. The past 
two years have been tumultuous for politics 
and who knows where we’ll be by the time 
the magazine is printed. With Belonging being 
the theme, we envisaged receiving a lot of 
material relating to Brexit, but the independent 
collective that we are has allowed for much 
broader interpretations of the theme.  

On my fridge is a drawing in coloured crayons of a 
proud-looking boy, stood atop a hill. My son made 
this when he was around six years old. Underneath 
he writes ‘Belonging to a family makes me feel 
excited to have others to go places with me’. It 
seems then, that a sense of belonging is an intrinsic 
part of our sense of self, and probably why there 
are so many interesting & varied groups of people 
in the world, who find a way of gravitating toward 
each other. 

Our events organiser, Lizzie Brown was inspired 
by the Belonging theme to organise a workshop, 
which was run by photographer and educator, Paul 
Hill. Read all about it on page 60. You can also 
read about an interview I had with Laura Noble, 
as I posed the question ‘how do women belong in 
photography?’

There is some very exciting stuff going on in the 
wider LIP community, including the new Film and 
Darkroom satellite group which has got off to a 
flying start. Also, at our AGM, long-term member 
Sabes Sugunasabesan mooted the idea of forming 
a group to look at the relationship between words 
and images in all their forms; from captions to 
artist statements and beyond. Keep a look-out for 
further information.

Now, as you ponder the pages of fLIP, keep well and 
keep taking pictures, and don’t forget to send them 
our way!

All the best,

Amanda 
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Gillett 
Square
Roland Ramanan
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All these questions somehow took me by surprise 
and I realised immediately that I had started the 
project without the faintest clue where I was 
going with it. But I had started, and that was the 
important thing.

I knew this strange, half-forgotten public space in 
Hackney very well.  It was the new home of the Vortex 
Jazz Club, one of the very few independent dedicated 
venues for jazz left in London. I went to listen and 
occasionally to perform. An awkward container of a 
space that faced you as you entered the square from 
Dalston. The Vortex was looking for a home for its 
outsider music, and Gillett Square was perfect: it had 
been derelict and underdeveloped for years.

In the 1990s it became an experiment in community 
regeneration. Today it remains a magnet for the 
dispossessed and those left behind by gentrification: 
a metaphor for the current struggle to find the heart 
and soul of the city. The concept of Gillett Square was 
born out of a genuinely consultative process and yet 
there are those with deep roots in the local area who 
miss the camaraderie experienced on the site of the 
old car park upon which it stood. It is a remarkable 
eco-system in which skateboarders, parents, children, 
hula hoopers, domino players and drinkers all 
intermingle.  

The street drinkers who hung out in the square had 
always intrigued and slightly unnerved me. Six years 
ago, I rather naively wanted to take my new found 
love of street photography to the square and find 
some real content to apply it to. I could not have 
imagined how long I would be engaged with this 
work, these people and the journey it would take me 
on. Some are amongst the most vulnerable in the area 
and may have a history of alcoholism, drug abuse, 
homelessness or mental illness. They come to avail 
themselves of a kind of social one-stop shop.  A place 
where they can get support, a pound for a beer and be 
accepted.  

Folks who want to drink on the square are mainly 
very peaceable but occasional trouble can lead to 
frequent incursions by the police who have been 
known to chase down and handcuff people for 
refusing to give up their tin. More recently, the 
governing body of the square has tried to involve 
selected street drinkers in keeping the peace but they 
are not an easy group to channel; they don’t want to 
be ignored, but they don’t want meaningless titles like 
‘Custodian of the Square’ either.  

My encounters have often been challenging but in the 
end rewarding, touching and instructive. I have been 
to Sunday lunch, funerals, nine nights (a Caribbean 
celebration of the deceased), parties, hairdressers, 
and maternity ultrasound scans.  They are the faces 
of an unseen Hackney that are nonetheless woven into 
its fabric. All of these humbling experiences help to 
build up a mosaic, an impression that will hopefully 
encourage readers to give the people of Gillett Square 
a respectful and empathetic second look. It is no more 
than they deserve. 

“Are you with the police?”
“Are you a journalist?”
"Are you with the council?”
"What are you gonna do with 
the pictures then?"
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“They come to avail themselves 
of a kind of social one-stop 
shop.  A place where they can 
get support; a pound for a beer 
and be accepted."
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Activities for older people in the 
Borough of Ealing
Brigitte Flock

These images are part of a project considering 
the issue of old age and the continuing need 
for physical and mental exercise, and social 
interaction. As part of the project I visited a 
number of classes and groups established for 
older people in the Borough of Ealing. It was 
a privilege being invited into these groups, 
and being of a certain age myself, it was most 
encouraging to see what is possible even in old 
age and how belonging to a group of like-minded 
people improves your sense of wellbeing. 
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London 
Pride 2018
C J Crosland
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These pictures were taken in Soho on the afternoon of London Pride 2018. I spent my time 
crowd-surfing and actually missed the parade! It was an immensely joyful experience to be so 
immersed in the crowd that I came away with glitter stuck to my skin – glitter which had fallen 
off of other people. 

As a non-binary photographer, it was a time to feel proud of being ‘me’, whilst at the same time 
photographing other people celebrating being themselves. It’s only the second time in my life that I’ve 
been to any kind of Pride event and I feel a strong sense of having inherited something wonderful from 
those who have gone before: the previous generations who fought for the rights which I now have, and 
those who are my age but came out decades before I did.

There are still many countries in the world where being LGBT or ‘queer’ is illegal; punishable by 
imprisonment or death, or where it is just downright dangerous. Even in the UK, there are still 
shortcomings in the law and plenty of work which needs to be done before we genuinely experience 
equality in many practical ways. Recent government research found that two thirds of LGBTQ+ people 
feel uncomfortable holding hands in public due to fear of a negative reaction. More than 40% of the 
survey respondents had experienced hate incidents. A quarter said they concealed their LGBTQ+ 
identities from their family members. Many of us face difficulty accessing healthcare services due to 
being LGBTQ+. For some people, Pride may be the only day when they feel safe enough to be themselves.

I believe that Pride is both a protest and a celebration. To be joyful and celebrate is an act of gratitude 
and an act of defiance, something that gives us the strength to keep pushing forward. Zest for life is a      
powerful force.
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Climate 
Strike 
Terence Lane

These images were captured during one of the recent nationwide 
Climate Strike events where a clear, unambiguous message 
was given by school pupils.  These students belong to a new 
generation where the decision seems to them to be black and 
white; do or don’t, yes or no, and whatever decision is made 
will affect them. They belong to a generation who also believe 
that time is running out and are asking to have their say, to 
be considered in the debate. Supported by parents, teachers, 
the public and other supporters, these youngsters belong to 
an inclusive group of friends, associated with and allied to a 
common purpose; to protect our planet now and for the future. 
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The Holy Swim Club
Francis Minien

The Ganges is a holy river. It is not just that though: in today's world it has its 
many uses and many issues, but here in Varanasi there is a different use and that is 
a backdrop for a local swimming club. Here local children and adults learn to swim 
amongst the waters of the holiest of holy rivers - the Holy Swim Club.
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Saint George’s 
Festival, 
Lalibela, 
Ethiopia
Francesco Marchetti
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I had the pleasure of being present at the 
celebration of Saint George at the Bete Giyorgis, 
one of the eleven rock-hewn monolithic 
churches, and pilgrimage site for the members 
of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church. 

Bete Giyorgis is to me the most spectacular of 
the Lalibela churches because it is carved out of 
the ground and shaped from the inside out as an 
unbroken piece of stone. It is isolated from the 
other churches and sits beautifully surrounded by 
the rural and pastoral landscape. The construction 
of this church is ascribed to King Lalibela (late 12th 
or early 13th AD), who wanted to recreate the reign 
of Jerusalem. Today it is one of the holiest places in 
Ethiopia.

Witnessing the Saint George religious festival 
almost feels like participating in a biblical 
experience. In the early hours of the morning, 
believers were already standing on the rocks 
surrounding the church, immersed in their prayers 
and reading the Holy Bible. Many had already made 
it throughout the narrow passage leading down to 
the Church courtyard. As the sun rose, rays of light 
made their way to illuminate natural caves where 
pilgrims were playing drums and chanting. The 
monolithic block gradually came alive as people 
continued to gather for Holy Mass. The chants 
contrasted with the silence of the rock, and peoples’ 
beautiful white traditional dresses with diverse 
cross motifs were juxtaposed with the colours of 
the volcanic rocks of the landscape.

The Saint George festival is only a small flavour of 
the many religious events happening in Lalibela.
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Hiraeth - 
A sense of belonging
Kathryn Alkins

My family has a long association with the Conwy estuary in North Wales, an area I now visit monthly to see 
my mother in a care home. I have found that walking along the estuary provides both an antidote to living 
in London and a solace at a time of family sadness, providing an opportunity to reflect and refresh. 

I want to express something of the untranslatable Welsh word, hiraeth: a sense of belonging; a yearning 
for a home or time you can’t return to, and also an admiration for the beauty of the estuary. My intention 
is to invoke the feel and sense of the place with its ephemeral shifts of sea and sand, and fleeting changes 
of light and weather. My photographs encapsulate many visits and overlapping memories rather than a 
specific scene. Intentional camera movement (ICM) allows me to show this better and to evoke different 
moods, sometimes serene, others more energising or turbulent. 
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Women in 
Photography: 
An interview with 
Laura Noble
Amanda Eatwell

Laura Noble is best known as a gallerist, curator 
and for writing the book, The Art of Collecting 
Photography. We met amongst the clattering of 
the lunchtime rush at the Wellcome Collection 
on Euston Road. This seemed fitting, as Laura 
told me about her upbringing in the vibrant 
city of Manchester. She described her creative 
roots with a father who is a keen amateur 
photographer with a love of zoology, 'a kind of 
David Attenborough with a camera'. Her mother 
worked for architects and encouraged any artistic 
activity, thus exposing her to all kinds of 
creativity from a young age. 

After studying fine art and sculpture at 
university, Laura realised there were two things 

she needed to practice as an artist: a library and 
a studio. So she found a studio in Limehouse 
and got a job in a bookshop. Laura progressed 
and took a job at The Photographer’s Gallery 
Bookshop where she had access to a plethora 
of inspiration that opened her eyes to the 
photography market, print sales and collecting. 

Whilst working at The Photographer’s Gallery, 
fLIP was brought to her attention, and she 
pitched the idea of writing book reviews for 
the magazine. This was taken on board, and 
Laura continued to write reviews for us for            
many years.

Within her tenure at TPG, Laura realised 
she was spending a lot of time giving advice 
to photographers, so she began a photo 
consultancy. Wheels started to turn and, with 
her rounded experience in art and photography, 
Laura launched L A Noble Gallery at the first 
Unseen art fair in Amsterdam in 2012. Allowing 
her great freedom by having no fixed abode, 
Laura is able to present the gallery in various 
locations, adapting to suit the photographers 
and the work she represents, sometimes on 
multiple sites at the same time. 

For the past three years Laura has also 
organised and curated FIX Photo Festival which 
provides an array of events, including portfolio 
reviews and an exhibition. As part of the festival 
last Autumn I attended the symposium: Women 
Fix Photography. A panel discussion of seven 
women working in photography and the wider 
art world made for a lively discussion about the 
role of women in a male-dominated industry, 
including plenty of audience participation.

I recall a rather startling statistic was put 
forward during Laura’s introduction at the 
symposium that although 85% of students 
studying photography in the UK (and similarly 
in the rest of Europe) are women, just 15% 
of the industry is female. That is what made 
me question where and how women belong in 
photography, and Laura seemed like the perfect 
person to discuss this with.

I asked Laura where all these students go? It is 
a difficult question to answer, although Laura 
thinks it is easy in a patriarchal society to be 
discouraged with such an imbalance in place 
throughout the profession and the art world as 
a whole. Laura’s sentiment was also that women 
are less likely to demand their due; that we 
are less aggressive when it comes to knowing       

our worth.

Laura is very witty, but I think there is an 
element of truth and disgruntlement when 
she says: ‘on the whole you have to be 80 or 
dead to get a major show as a woman’. She has 
inadvertently become a force for women in the 
photographic industry, and currently represents 
17 women and 12 men. She puts this down to 
her track record of promoting successful shows 
by women, resulting in other women feeling 
confident with her ability to present them 
through their work.

Discussing why the history of photography has 
been biased towards male photographers, we 
got onto the wider topic of women in the arts, 
and how women were forbidden from being able 
to draw the nude at the Royal Academy until 
more than 100 years after men. Laura talked 
about how the male gaze is so tied up, not only 
with art, but with advertising and media that 
we see all day, every day. Being bombarded with 
that, it takes a long time to break down that 
patriarchy, to see other potential points of view. 

‘Men have been the guardians of most major 
collections for all of their existence, so it is 
important to consider the female perspective. 
In order to reflect the society we are in, we 
[photographers] need to reflect the population, 
and half the population are women’.

In our wider dialogue, Laura says Britain is 
far behind compared to France or the USA for 
example, when it comes to having curators of 
photography in our major institutions. The Met 
in New York for instance has had a curator of 
photography for at least sixty years, whereas 
the Tate Modern appointed their first curator of 
photography just around a decade ago.

I asked how we might bring more women into 
the limelight. Laura said we need to insist 
on it; that the ball is in the court of the big 
institutions, but often they have to ask patrons 
for money, and they are mainly men. She also 
mentioned class, and how successful artists are 
often from more privileged backgrounds. This 
is not a new problem, but something she says is 
just as important to address in terms of equality 
and diversity. 

Laura says there is a breadth of rich and 
amazing female talent in photography, and not 
just in Europe or North America. She also feels 
photography has a way of being ‘ghettoised’ into 

East and West, but that the film industry is now 
doing a much better job of representing female 
talent, at least in the making of cinema.

Towards the end of the interview, Laura turned 
questioner on me, asking when the last time 
I saw a major retrospective of a living female 
photographer was? All I could come up with 
was Vanessa Winship, sharing an exhibition 
space with Dorothea Lange; to which she 
added, 'yes, a great exhibition alongside a dead 
female photographer'. Laura cited artists Cindy 
Sherman, Lorna Simpson, Carrie Mae Weems 
and Nan Goldin - all American - as exceptions 
of the rule. However, compared to men this 
is a minute number of artists. She continued, 
saying that 'we need to work harder in the UK 
and beyond to redress the balance, especially 
with women over 50 who have proven their 
commitment and talent, but are so often 
overlooked and yet to be drawing a pension.'

Hence, Laura says there is a long way to go to 
reach more equal representation, but the tide 
is turning, and now is a good time to buy work 
from female photographers, as in five or ten 
years time things will have changed.

Asking Laura if there was anything she would 
like to add, she talked about the need to 
remember those who help you on your journey. 
She feels it is very important to acknowledge 
where your successes began by acknowledging 
a mentor, or an institution, or a curator for 
instance. She also spoke about the importance 
of keeping in touch, saying that the photo world 
is like a knitting circle, and so you shouldn’t 
burn your bridges. Good practice results in             
good karma. 

With thanks to Laura for her candid and 
insightful conversation. 

Laura will be hosting a 3-day workshop in Naples 
this June alongside Magnum photographer Chris 
Steele-Perkins. For more information head to the 
Exhibitions & Events pages at lauraannnoble.com
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Gianluca Calise
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Sally Lyall Grant

Danilo Leonardi
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Terry Prudente

Len Salem
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Marco Ruggeri
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Mike Cookson

Robin Segulem

Nick Blackburn

Anita Strasser
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Sarah-Jane Field Ray Knox
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Diane Arbus: in the beginning
Diane Arbus made most of her 
photographs in New York City, 
where she was born and died, and 
where she worked in locations 
such as Times Square, the Lower 
East Side and Coney Island. Her 
photographs of children and 
eccentrics, couples and circus 
performers, female impersonators 
and midtown shoppers, are among 
the most intimate, surprising 
and haunting works of art of the 
twentieth century.  Organised by 
The Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, New York and adapted for 
Hayward Gallery, diane arbus: in 
the beginning takes an in-depth 
look at the formative first half of 
Arbus’ career, during which the 
photographer developed the direct, 
psychologically acute style for 
which she later became so widely 
celebrated. The exhibition features 
more than 100 photographs, the 
majority of which are vintage prints 
made by the artist, drawn from 
the Diane Arbus Archive at The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New 
York. More than two-thirds of these 
photographs have never been seen 
before in the UK.

Until 6 May at Hayward Gallery, 
Southbank Centre, 337-338 
Belvedere Rd, Lambeth, London SE1 
8XX £14/£11 conc

Dave Heath: Dialogues with 
Solitudes
The first major UK exhibition 
dedicated to the work of this hugely 
influential American photographer. 
Heath’s psychologically charged 
images both reflect and respond to 
the alienation particularly prevalent 
in post war North American society. 
He was one of the first of a new 
generation of artists seeking new 
ways to try and make sense of the 
increasing sense of isolation and 
vulnerability that typified the age.
Dave Heath: Dialogues with 
Solitudes is on display at The 
Photographers’ Gallery from 8 
March 2019.

Until 2 June at The Photographers 
Gallery, 16 – 18 Ramillies Street, 
London, W1F 7LW Day Pass 
£5/£2.50. Free entry before noon

BACKFLIP BACKFLIP

Kaleidoscope: Immigration and 
Modern Britain 
A new photography exhibition 
exploring identity and immigration 
in modern Britain.
Featuring stills and moving image, 
Kaleidoscope showcases the works 
of ten photographers born or 
based in Britain, many with family 
origins abroad including Hong 
Kong, India, Jamaica and Russia, 
and explores what it means and 
how it feels to live as an immigrant, 
or a descendent of immigrants, in 
Britain today. Co-curated by writer, 
Ekow Eshun and Creative Director, 
Darrell Vydelingum the exhibition 
forms a celebration of immigration 
in everyday life. Reflecting the 
multiplicity of voices that together 
form modern Britain, the exhibition 
takes individual and often intensely 
personal experiences to encourage 
a wider appreciation of the nation’s 
multiculturalism. The significance 
of immigrant communities forms 
a key focus, particularly how they 
influence the country’s identity, 
challenged now more than ever.

12 Jun – 8 Sep 2019 at Somerset 
House,South Wing, Terrace Rooms,  
Embankment Galleries, Strand, 
London WC2R 1LA Free

2019 Sony World Photography 
Awards
From landscape to portraiture, 
wildlife to fine art, this major 
exhibition celebrates photography 
in all its diversity, and showcases 
incredible talent from across 
the globe.  All artworks are 
selected from the winning and 
shortlisted entries of the Sony 
World Photography Awards, one 
of the world’s most acclaimed 
international photography 
competitions.

18 Apr – 6 May at Somerset House, 
East & West Wings, Embankment 
Galleries, Strand, London WC2R 1LA

Only Human: Martin Parr
This major new exhibition brings 
together works by one of Britain’s 
best-known and most widely 
celebrated photographers, Martin 
Parr. Including recognisable 
photographs alongside works never 
before exhibited, it will focus on 
one of his most engaging subjects, 
people. The exhibition will include 
portraits of people from around the 
world, with a special focus on Parr’s 
wry observations of Britishness, 
explored through a series of projects 
that investigate British identity 
today.

Until 27 May, The National Portrait 
Gallery, St Martin’s Place, London 
WC2H 0HE £18.00/ £16.50 conc

Dialogues with Solitudes 
© Dave Heath, 

The Photographers Gallery, London

Above - Jack Dracula at a bar, New London, 
Conn. 1961, by Diane Arbus, 

Courtesy The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
New York, Copyright © The Estate of Diane

Arbus, LLC. All Rights Reserved, 
Hayward Gallery

Jessica MUA, Missenden, from 
Elephant, 2018 © Teresa Eng

Kaleidoscope Exhibition, 
Somerset House

showcases some of the most 
impactful photographs captured 
over the last 60 years. It includes 
many of his iconic war photographs 
– including images from Vietnam, 
Northern Ireland and more recently 
Syria. But it also focuses on the 
work he did at home in England, 
recording scenes of poverty and 
working class life in London’s East 
End and the industrial north, as 
well as meditative landscapes of 
his beloved Somerset, where he 
lives. With over 250 photographs, 
all printed by McCullin himself in 
his own darkroom, this exhibition 
will be a unique opportunity 
to appreciate the scope and 
achievements of his entire career.

Until 6 May at Tate Britain, 
Millbank, London SW1P 4RG £18

Don McCullin: Proximity 
To coincide with the major 
retrospective at Tate Britain 
(5th February – 6thMay 2019), 
Hamiltons will be celebrating Sir 
Don McCullin’s lifetime achievement 
and decades of collaboration with 
Hamiltons by exhibiting rare and 
unseen vintage prints dating back 
to the 1950s. Selected from the 
photographer’s personal archive, 
they were made shortly after the 
photographs were first taken on 
assignments around the world. 
Intimate and physically modest, 
the prints provide access to events 
witnessed and recorded by a 
photojournalist working on the 
frontline of multiple international 
flashpoints from Vietnam to Cyprus. 
Largely produced for a photo editor 
or agency in a pre-digital age, these 
historic prints have been visibly 
put to work and bear the physical 
marks of their use. In these pictures 
McCullin shares the telling details 
of a human face or the gestures of 
a hand.  As he earns his subjects’ 
trust, he communicates their crisis. 
To comprehend each remarkable 
scene, the viewer is pulled in tight as 
if we are standing beside McCullin 
in proximity to an anxious soldier, a 
pointed gun or a grieving wife.

Until 27 April at Hamiltons Gallery, 
13 Carlos Place, London W1K 2EU

Photo London 2019
Showcasing the very best of 
the past, present and future of 
photography, this year’s Photo 
London is bigger than ever, with 
almost 100 of the world’s leading 
galleries, featuring artists ranging 
from established masters to 
rising stars. Stephen Shore is 
Photo London’s 2019 Master of 
Photography and there’s a special 
exhibition of new and unseen work 
from the celebrated American 
artist. This edition also continues 
the Fair’s longstanding support for 
young galleries and artists, with an 
overall focus on emerging trends 
and unseen work in the acclaimed 
Discovery section, together with a 
new curatorial focus revealing 16 
solo presentations. An exceptional 
public programme includes special 
exhibitions featuring Roger Fenton, 
Vivian Maier, Gavin Turk, Eamonn 
Doyle and Josh Haner, with a wide-
ranging programme of talks still to 
be announced in April.

16 – 19 May Somerset House, 
Embankment Galleries, Strand, 
London WC2R 1LA Day Pass 
£27/£19

Don McCullin
Tate Britain presents a 
comprehensive retrospective of the 
legendary British photographer 
Don McCullin.  This exhibition 

Only Human © Martin Parr, The National 
Portrait Gallery

Shook Ying Matchmaking, The 
Queen, The Chairm… 

© Kurt Tong
Kaleidoscope Exhibition, 

Somerset House

Colin Anthony, singer, in the back bar,
© Tom Oldham, 1st Place, 

Professional, Portraiture, 2018 Sony 
World Photography Awards, 

Somerset House

EXHIBITION HIGHLIGHTS                       EXHIBITION HIGHLIGHTS  
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Cindy Sherman
This major new retrospective of 
works by leading contemporary 
artist Cindy Sherman includes the 
ground-breaking series, Untitled 
Film Stills, 1977-80, and will explore 
the development of Sherman’s work 
from the mid-1970s to the present 
day.  Around 150 works from 
international public and private 
collections will be featured, as well 
as new work never before displayed 
in a public gallery. Focusing on the 
artist’s manipulation of her own 
appearance and her deployment 
of material derived from a range 
of cultural sources, including 
film, advertising and fashion, the 
exhibition will explore the tension 
between façade and identity.

27 June - 15 September at The 
National Portrait Gallery, St 
Martin’s Place, London WC2H 0HE 
£18.00/ £16.50 conc  

Tom Lovelace: Interval
British artist Tom Lovelace works 
at the intersection of photography, 
sculpture and performance to 
create multi-layered, site-specific 
installations. In this solo exhibition 
at Flowers Gallery, Lovelace 
presents a new body of work 
focusing on conceptual ideas of 
‘theatre’, to explore spaces and 
encounters where the real, 
imagined and performed converge 
and intertwine.

BACKFLIP BACKFLIP

EXHIBITION HIGHLIGHTSEXHIBITION HIGHLIGHTS

Until 27 April at Flowers East, 82 
Kingsland Road, London E2 8DP

Shen Wei 
This will be Shen Wei's first UK 
solo exhibition. Born and raised 
in Shanghai, China, Shen Wei is 
a visual artist based in New York 
City.  He is known for his intimate 
portraits of others and himself, as 
well as his poetic landscape and 
still-life photography.  He also 
works on video, performance, and 
mixed-media art.

3 May – 22 June at Flowers East, 82 
Kingsland Road, London E2 8DP

Florence Henri
Although originally trained as 
a painter under Fernand Léger, 
Henri turned to photography after 
enrolling at the Bauhaus school 
of art, design and architecture 
in Dessau in 1927 where she 
encountered the latest art 
movements – Constructivism, 
Surrealism, Dadaism and De 
Stjil. Encouraged by Hungarian 
constructivist and New Vision 
photographer László Moholy-
Nagy and his wife, Lucia Moholy, 
Henri quickly became one of the 
most celebrated photographers 
associated with the Bauhaus.

EXHIBITION HIGHLIGHTS  

the Deutsche Börse Photography 
Foundation Prize 2019 are: 
Laia Abril for the publication On 
Abortion (Dewi Lewis Publishing, 
November 2017)
Susan Meiselas for the exhibition 
Mediations (Jeu de Paume, Paris, 6 
February – 30 May 2018)
Arwed Messmer for the exhibition 
RAF – No Evidence / Kein Beweis 
(ZEPHYR|Raum für Fotografie, 
Mannheim, 9 September – 5 
November 2017)
Mark Ruwedel for the exhibition 
Artist and Society: Mark Ruwedel 
(16 February – 16 December 2018 at 
Tate Modern, London)
This year’s nominees survey 
a vast range of topical issues 
through the lens and language of 
photography. Collectively their 
projects explore state and gender 
politics, social injustice, human 
rights and conceptual approaches 
to image making. The exhibition 
of the shortlisted projects will be 
on show at The Photographers’ 
Gallery from 8 March to 2 June 
2019, before touring to Deutsche 
Börse's headquarters in Eschborn/
Frankfurt.

Until 2 June at The Photographers 
Gallery, 16 – 18 Ramillies Street, 
London, W1F 7LW Day Pass 
£5/£2.50. Free from 5pm until 
closing

Carmignac Photojournalism 
Award: ‘Arctic: New Frontier’ 
by Yuri Kozyrev and Kadir van 
Lohuizen
Yuri Kozyrev and Kadir van 
Lohuizen (NOOR) were awarded 
the 9th edition of the Carmignac 
Photojournalism Award dedicated 
to the Arctic. The endowment 
allowed them to carry out their 
pioneering double polar expedition 
'Arctic: New Frontier'. The forces of 
tourism, militarisation, exploitation 
of gas and mineral resources, and 
the opening of trade routes mean 
that the Arctic is today the site of 
clashes between countries and 
multinationals who are locked in 
a chaotic competition for control 
of these zones, which have taken 
on strategic importance in the 
history of humankind due to the 
effects of global warming. The 
photographs in this exhibition are 
an alarming testimony to the speed 

of transformation in the region and 
the upheavals that are taking place 
on a global scale.

Until 5 May at Saatchi Gallery, Duke 
of York's HQ, King's Rd, Chelsea, 
London SW3 4RY

Foam Talent
Foam Talent is a touring exhibition 
that brings together a group 
of 20 innovative photography 
talents under the age of 35. This 
year, 1790 artists working with 
photography responded to Foam’s 
annual Talent Call, which has the 
reputation of representing the latest 
developments in photography. The 
final selection of 20 artists has 
been made on the basis of their 
innovative and often experimental 
approaches to the medium. 
Coinciding with Photo London, the 
Foam Talent exhibition acts as an 
annual platform for introducing a 
new generation of emerging artists 
to the international art world and 
provides an insight to current 
photographic concerns.

16 May – 10 June at Beaconsfield 
Gallery Vauxhall, 22 Newport St, 
London SE11 6AY 

Christian Marclay
This new exhibition by Christian 
Marclay features two new 
video works that reconsider the 
relationship between image, text 
and foregrounds, the role of collage, 
the readymade and the poetics of 
chance encounter within Marclay's 
wide-ranging practice. A new 
stop-motion animation combines 

Until 18 May at Atlas Gallery, 49 
Dorset Street, London, W1U 7NF

László Moholy-Nagy
This exhibition of works by László 
Moholy-Nagy, coincides with 
the centenary of the Bauhaus in 
2019. Considered one of the most 
influential figures of the avantgarde, 
Moholy-Nagy’s innovative and 
diverse practice spans photography, 
painting, sculpture, film and 
design. Renowned for his time 
as a professor at the Bauhaus 
school in Dessau, the artist was 
influenced by the rapidly changing 
technology of the modernist period 
and was a strong advocate for 
the reconciliation of technology 
and industry into the arts. The 
exhibition is curated by the artist’s 
grandson Daniel Hug and examines 
Moholy-Nagy as a proto-conceptual 
artist. The key works include a 
replica of his landmark kinetic 
sculpture ‘Light Prop for an Electric 
Stage’ (Light Space Modulator) 
(1930), the film ‘Lichtspeiel Schwarz-
Weiss-Grau’ (1930), a number of 
his constructivist paintings from 
the 20s and 30s and the artist’s 
photograms. 

22 May – 27 Jul at Hauser & Wirth, 
23 Savile Row, London W1S 2ET

Leigh Bowery - Looks
Leigh Bowery (1961-1994) was the 
ultimate performance artist, fashion 
designer, nightclub sensation, 
art object, aspiring pop-star and 
above all an icon whose influence 
traversed music, art, film and 
fashion worlds. In the 1990s, he 
created performances that both 
delighted and outraged audiences 
in New York, London and Tokyo, and 
it is these enactments which are 
captured in this exhibition. Over 
15 photographs will be showcased, 
from an extraordinary body of 
work which was the outcome 
of Bowery’s collaboration with 
British photographer, Fergus Greer, 
between 1988 and 1994, the year 
Bowery passed away.

Until 27 April at Michael Hoppen 
Gallery, 3 Jubilee Place, London 
SW3 3TD
Deutsche Börse Photography 
Foundation Prize 2019
The four artists shortlisted for 

strategies of street photography, 
conceptual art and serial production 
to create a kinetic portrait of the 
urban environment. Constructed 
in the same manner as earlier 
videos by the artist that featured 
found urban detritus like cigarette 
butts or bottle caps, it presents 
thousands of photographs of the 
‘Look’ sign, painted at crossings and 
intersections on London streets.
Through isolation and repetition of 
his subject, Marclay accesses the 
strange within the familiar, allowing 
the viewer to look again at this 
everyday instruction.

Until 15 May at White Cube, 25 – 26  
Masons Yard, St. James's, London 
SW1Y 6BU

Jessa Fairbrother: Constellations 
& Coordinates
Constellations & Coordinates marks 
the first major solo show of British 
artist Jessa Fairbrother. Working 
primarily with photography 
and performance, Fairbrother’s 
interest is in an inner, emotional 
landscape and her practice utilises 
the external body as a site for 
artist enquiry and self-expression. 
This most often takes the form of 
highly individualised photographic 
self-portraits of her naked body, 
painstakingly embellished with 
minuscule needle perforations 
or hand embroidered so that the 
very surface of the print carries a 
counterpoint narrative.

Until 28 April at the Print Sales 
Gallery,The Photographers Gallery, 

© Arwed Messmer, RAF No Evidence Kein Beweis, 2017 
Deutsche Börse Photography Foundation Prize 2019 will be on show at The Photographers’ 

Gallery London from 8 March 2019, with winner announced on 16 May 2019.

UntitledFilmStill © Cindy Sherman
National Portrait Gallery
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Paul Hart
Drained
Looking for belonging through the Fens

Tim Butcher

Good landscape photography has an uncanny quality. It 
can turn our gaze inward as well as outward, leading us 
to question our sense of place and belonging. More than 
mere escape from contemporary urban life, the land 
can offer us a connection to something much greater 
than ourselves spatially and historically. In Notes from 
Walnut Tree Farm, Roger Deakin suggests that “in the 
Middle Ages people were on the land- on it, in it- in 
a way that we simply are not today. We live our lives 
outside the land. We stay off it, mostly” (p.51). So perhaps 
what landscape photography can do is reconnect us.

Published in 2018, Drained is the second in a series 
of three books by Paul Hart that draw our attention to 
the post-industrial landscape of the Fens, which span 
almost 1,500 square miles of Cambridgeshire, Norfolk 
and Lincolnshire in the east of England. These fertile 
former marshlands, were drained in the 18th and 19th 
centuries to radically transform them into farmland 
that fed the industrial revolution. Hart’s first book 
in his series, Farmed, to some extent shows what is 
now left behind. From the bleak row of houses along 
Gedney Main Road (p.45) to the hollow-looking Wesleyan 
Chapel (p.97), we are shown a land once used and then 
discarded by human progress. Drained doesn’t just 
extend this narrative, it deepens it by leading us further 
into the Fens along the waterways and roads we know to 
be man-made, and yet which feel so far from the modern 
world we now inhabit. Where Sea Lane (p.51) leads the 
eye along a partially flooded old thoroughfare towards 
nowhere in particular, Lime Tree Farm (p.57) feels like 
the world’s end with a human figure on a bicycle guiding 
an unbridled horse past a bricked up chapel-cum-barn. 
Together the images in Drained say something to me 
about ideas of space and time in relation to human 
history. 

Robert MacFarlane wrote a fascinating essay called 
Ghost Species, with photographs by Justin Partyka, 
published in Granta 102 about life today on the Fens. 
I am reluctant to refer to it as contemporary, because 
the present seems to collapse into the past the further 
those authors venture into the Fens. There is a timeless 
but forgotten quality to the lives of the people that 
Macfarlane and Partyka met. I get a similar sense of 
otherworldliness from the uncanniness of Paul Hart’s 
landscape photography. In Drained, Hart leads us 
along the seemingly endless man-made lines of Fenland 
drains, roads, telegraph lines, and ploughed furrows 
that are like indelible scars on the land. I feel compelled 
to pause and look into each image - I feel I recognise it, 
but I don’t know it. The longer I look, the deeper I am 
drawn in. I am left with more questions than answers.

The images in Drained, as in each of Hart’s previous 
books are exceptionally well-considered, both 
individually and in their sequencing. Hart’s black and 
white analogue process extends from exposing the 
negative to making the final print. His crafted images are 
masterfully produced to arrest the reader just enough 
to invoke the uncanny but not too much to unsettle. As 
testament to Hart’s craftsmanship he won the inaugural 
Wolf Suschitzky Photography Prize in 2018, for images 
from both the Drained and Farmed books.

Drained, to my mind, is a book of landscape 
photography that has an ability to transport us to 
spaces recognisably marked by human endeavour but 
devoid of familiar everyday activity. The images depict 
a stark uncanniness. I would like to suggest that it is 
in viewing such intersections between the strange and 
the familiar that we begin to question the world around 
us - what has gone before us, what is to come, and thus 
our own sense of belonging in it all. Paul Hart offers us 
images that can situate us in such moments of critical 
contemplation. If, like me, you are drawn inward as well 
as outward through landscape photography, Drained is 
essential reading.

Drained, by Paul Hart is published by Dewi Lewis Publishing. 
Drained and Farmed are available to purchase via: 
https://www.dewilewis.com. 

 1 Deakin, R. (2009) Notes from Walnut Tree Farm. 
Penguin Books.

2 Macfarlane, R. & Partyka, J. (2008) Ghost Species, in Granta, 
102. London: Granta Publications, pp.109-128; https://granta.
com/ghost-species/, accessed 11/3/2019.
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photographers from the industry 
who come to the event to provide 
talks, lessons and demos.
While I was there, I tried out the 
latest cameras and accessories. 
Most of the big brand names had 
their own classes and themed 
stands with models where you 
could try out lenses, take photos of 
the models and just have some fun! 
Fuji were particularly good with 
their Alice in Wonderland theme. 
The Canon stage had some good 
talks and I enjoyed a session by the 
talented fashion photographer, Lara 
Jade who gave us advice and tips 
for a fashion shoot.
For three days I split my time, 
going to various talks and demos 
at the differently themed stages. 

The Photography Show 
2019, NEC Birmingham
Anita Chandra

The Photography Show is an annual 
event held in the NEC exhibition 
centre, Birmingham, UK. I have been 
to quite a few and each year I come 
away feeling inspired and refreshed. 
This year was their seventh year 
and it didn’t disappoint. Along 
with an exhibitor list that boasted 
major photography brands such 
as Nikon, Fuji, Canon and Sony, 
it brought together a wealth of 
brand ambassadors and celebrity 

Photo - Tim Butcher

Factual Enigma

Krystina Stimakovits (curator)

Creating or consuming stories 
appears to be a basic human need 
and we devise all kinds of means 
by which to do so. It is therefore 
not surprising that both makers 
and viewers of photographs try to 
tease stories from them. Stories 
depend on timelines, so still images 
are not easy to narrate from. The 
stories a photographer may wish 
to tell with a series of images will 
never quite tally with the ones the 
viewers construct from them. David 
Campany states: “Hitchcock was the 
master of suspense but photographs 
suspend in a very different way. 
They show but they don’t tell. They 
describe but they don’t explain. They 
are factual enigmas.”

In line with this statement, there are 
no explanatory texts accompanying 
any of the images in this show. See 
for yourself what stories are evoked 
for you, and compare them with 
those of the photographers, who 
will be in the gallery on Saturday 
afternoon, 27th April.

Central London Group Annual Exhibition 
22-28 April at Espacio Gallery, 159 
Bethnal Green Road, London E2 7DG

I particularly liked the Outdoor 
stage with exciting talks such 
as Walking with Polar Bears by 
wildlife photographer Andy Skillen. 
The ‘Super Stage’ usually attracts 
some big names in photography, 
in past years there was Art 
Wolfe, David Bailey, and Magnum 
photographer, Bruce Gilden. This 
year I went to two talks that 
were very inspiring. Explorer and 
photographer Chris Burkard’s The 
hard way home: Lessons learned 
from a decade in cold water travel 
was fascinating, where he shared 
his experiences in travel, surf and 
adventures in Russia. The highlight 
of the ‘celebrity’ talks for me was 
Lindsay Adler, the renowned New 
York fashion photographer who 
shared her extraordinary journey 
from starting out to becoming one 
of the world’s most accomplished 
fashion and beauty photographers 
in the industry. I was lucky enough 
to have the opportunity to meet her 
afterwards. Lindsay was charming, 
very down to earth and fun, it was a 
great way to end the day! 

Walking around the show for 
three days, I could see there was 
something for everyone. Many left 
the show contented with carrier 
bags full of kit and special show 
offers. Although I didn’t buy 
anything, I enjoyed the vibe and 
talks and I will be looking forward 
to next year. I recommend any keen 
photographer to attend. 

Fractural Enigma Exhibition, 
Espacio Gallery, London

Lindsay Adler, The Photography 
Show, NEC Birmingham 2019

The Photography Show, NEC Birmingham 
2019, all photos - Warwick Hemingway
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LIP AGM and 
members day 
Amanda Eatwell

The AGM and members day was 
held on Saturday 26th January at St 
James's Church, Piccadilly, and was 
very well attended. 

We kicked off with the formalities, 
including a full run-through of the 
Treasurer’s Financial Analysis for 
2018. There were no nominations put 
forward for the important role of LIP 
Chair, or for Deputy Secretary, so if 
you have any nominations please get 
in touch with the Committee. 

Members were invited to bring along 
work to show. Many people took 
up this opportunity, and the room 
was a buzz of activity as members 
circulated and discussed each  
others pictures. 

Bill Jackson, photographer, film 
maker and soundscapes designer, 
was there to review members work, 
as well as Roelof Bakker. Roelof 
also also gave us a very interesting 
presentation of his latest work, 
based on his major dissertation for 
his MA at Anglia Ruskin University 
in Cambridge: A Photograph to 
Hold. It was a very personal project 
involving walking the streets 
late at night, taking pictures, and 
served as a therapeutic exercise 
following some personal trauma. 
Slowing things down by using an 
old projection-system, an interesting 
discussion was ignited, and within 
the group we discussed the impact 
of digital photography on the 
physical art world, and how those 
who have only ever shot digitally are 
unaware of the sensory experiences 
gained through engaging with more 
physical elements, such as film and 
paper stock. 

Belonging Workshop 
with Paul Hill 
Christopher Burke

Initiated by Lizzie Brown and 
led by Paul Hill, this two-part 
workshop took place at Regent’s 
University London on 17 November 
2018 and 19 January 2019.  The 
theme was Belonging, inspired by 
the theme of this issue of fLIP. In 
his presentation, Paul gave many 
examples of how this concept might 
be interpreted photographically – 
including through his own work 
based on closely observing the 
countryside that he inhabits, the 
Peak District of Derbyshire.  

After the first workshop, 
participants were encouraged to 
work on projects around the theme 
and return to the second workshop 
to bring their final images for review 
and critique.

Naturally there were many different 
approaches. One participant showed 
a portrait gallery of citizens settled 
here who were born outside the UK. 
Someone else showed work relating 
to conservation of the Suffolk 
countryside. My contribution was 
a series of photographs taken on 
Remembrance Day in Folkestone, 
where Danny Boyle invited local 
people to join him on the seafront to 
mark 100 years since the Armistice 
through an Art Project entitled 
‘Pages of the Sea’.

Belonging workshop, 
photo - Amanda Eatwell

'Arches, Badlands and 
Canyons'
Quentin Ball

1990 was a significant year for me; 
after decades of exploring with my 
camera I finally captured an image I 
had been searching for: sand dunes 
in Colorado. The landscape of the 
‘American Southwest’ subsequently 
became my hunting ground for 
images. Since 2000 I have returned 
to the area almost yearly, spending 
two weeks on a tour that will cover 
sites I want to spend time roaming 
around, looking for that elusive 
image. This year’s tour covers 
sites that I have been to before 
individually, but not in the same 
trip. I usually take three like-minded 
souls with me.

Join Quentin as he revisits one of 
his favourite areas of the American 
Southwest which continues to 

enthral and amaze him.  
Highlights scheduled to include 
Arches, Canyonlands and Capitol 
Reef National Parks plus Caineville 
Badlands.

2019 Tour Details:
A twelve night photography tour 
weaving through the sublime 
landscape of Utah
Dates 6th thru 17th October ’19 (tbc)
Led by Quentin Ball ARPS

For more info, contact 
quentinball@aol.com 
or visit quentinball.com 

Thirteen
Chris Moxey

Thirteen, a group of professional 
and accomplished amateur 
photographers, are exhibiting in 
Koprivnica, in Northern Croatia. 
The event will be organised by the 
Municipal Museum and takes place 
in the town’s former synagogue.

LIP members taking part are: Chris 
Brock, Gareth Davies, Avril Harris, 
Gordana Johnson, Chris Moxey, 
Duncan Unsworth and Norman 
Smith. 

From 15 – 30 May at Svilarska UI, 
48000 Koprivnica, Croatia

It is often in retrospect that one 
recognises the value of a workshop, 
as one participant, Stephen Cottrell, 
observed. I agree with this entirely;  
by exposing yourself to your fellow 
photographers’ gaze you are forced 
to examine and review your own 
work in the light of their critique, 
often thrashing out your own ideas 
creatively, as you think on your feet! 
It was a fruitful and stimulating 
couple of days.

Belonging workshop, 
photo - Amanda Eatwell

Above and left, Members day,
photo - Eva Turrell

Top - Bisti Badlands, NM,
 Above - Factory Butte UT,

© Quentin Ball
Below - 13 LIP exhibition, 

photo -  Gareth Davies

Belonging workshop, 
photo - Amanda Eatwell
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Crouch End 
Satellite Group
Gwen Campbell

Our LIP group was formed in January 
2011, facilitated by Eva Turrell. In 
2016 Lizzie Brown stood in for a few 
months, and subsequently both Eva & 
Lizzie share the duties of running the 
group. Meetings were hosted for a long 
time at Eva’s home, but the popularity 
of the group required us to find a 
new meeting place. Through testing 
several venues, including The Intimate 
Space at St Mary’s Tower: a beautifully 
restored church tower, first mentioned 
in the 13th Century, we have now 
settled at The Great Northern Railway 
Tavern, just across the road. 

The group consists of a wide breadth 
of photographic talent, with several 
professional photographers, some 
highly trained practitioners and some 
keen beginners: all united by our 
enthusiasm for photography.

Since the first year of its inception 
the group has held an annual 
exhibition which is always well-
attended. The buzzing atmosphere 
of our Private Views pay testament 
to the exuberance of the group, 
and the past two years have seen 
celebrated photographer Brian Griffin 
in attendance, noting in this year’s 
visitor’s book how much he enjoys the 
Crouch End event. 

This year’s show has just come to a 
close. It was held at The Ply Gallery, set 
within the Modernist-style Hornsey 
Town Hall. Some of the images here 
were displayed in the show.

From time to time, someone in the 
group will organise an outing. The 
most recent event was a guided 
walk along the Lee Valley led by Joe 
O’Malley, which allowed glorious 
photo-opportunities punctuated by a 
visit to a pub along the way.

Above - Elizabeth Brown

Middle - Liz Devonshire

Bottom - Eva Turrell, Darkness, In or Out

Top right - Adam Adamis, King Constantine's Truck

Middle right - Sonia Hunt

Bottom right - Don Holtum, Hindmans Way

Top - Richard Earney, The Prismatic Pond 

Middle - Marco Ruggeri

Bottom - Kevin Newman, Old Shop Window Thaliastrasse

Bottom Left - John and Sonia, Crouch End exhibition hanging
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Nick Blackburn
Nick is a person of age who has recently started an OCA 
photography degree, largely in order to photograph the 
subjects he has avoided for years. 

Graham Bridgeman-Clarke
I am self-taught and draw inspiration from Paul Hill's & 
Maria Falconer's workshops. I keep my images simple with 
little post processing, mostly using available light. I enjoy 
taking portraits and find approaching strangers easy. 

Elizabeth Brown 
Elizabeth Brown is a London based artist who uses 
photography as her primary medium. She works 
collaboratively, interacting with her subjects to create images 
and gather text often included in her work. She studied art at 
Cambridge Tech and an MA in photography at De Montfort 
University. www.elizabethhaybrown.com

Christopher Burke 
I came to photography late, via a BA in Fine Art, St Martin’s 
College of Art.  I attended summer school at Goldsmiths’ 
College, University of London, with CUCR, which helped 
define what kind of photography I was practising.  It was a 
happy coincidence that the photos I took at Folkestone on 
Remembrance Day 2018 were singularly apt for this subject. 

Gianluca Calise 
He is an Italian photographer. Often working in medium 
and large format, he developed a personal narrative style 
by combining landscape and street photography. He loves 
representing social issues in long-term projects, some of them 
have been published and exhibited internationally. 
https://www.lensculture.com/gianluca-calise

Mike Cookson 
Mike is a London based photographic artist. His work 
explores his affinity with the exploration of change, transition 
and the passage of time. He has an MA in Photographic Arts 
from the University of Westminster. www.mikecookson.com

Sarah-Jane Field 
Sarah-Jane Field is a corporate and family portrait 
photographer working in and around London.
She also studies with the Open College of the Arts and 
currently explores questions surrounding language and voice 
especially in relation to technology. 
www.sarahjanefield.com, www.sarahjanefield.co.uk

Ray Knox
Ray is a London-based photographer, specialising in 
portraiture and social documentary.He studied Graphic 
Design at the University of Ulster and has worked as 
an advertising art director for over 25 years. www.
rayknoxphotography.com

Danilo Leonardi 
Danilo Leonardi is a London-based photographer and 
videographer whose workflow is both digital and analogue.  
He specialises in the photography of architecture and 
interiors, events and, video. www.property-and-architecture-
photography.com

Sally Lyall Grant
Sally lives in Camden and is a member of both Central 
and Shoreditch LIP satellite groups.  She is interested in 
documentary photography at home and abroad. Recent 
projects include demonstrations, squatting communities, 
street art and architecture in the city of Fes, Morocco.

Features        
Roland Ramanan
Roland is a teacher and musician based in London.  
He developed a passion for photography around 
2010, initially through street photography.  His main 
ongoing work is a long term documentary project on 
a vulnerable group of people who gravitate towards a 
corner of east London called Gillett Square.  
www.rolandramanan.com

Brigitte Flock
The images were taken as part of a personal project 
in my local borough, looking at ways older people can 
participate in and enjoy a variety of activities and how 
these help to fight isolation, creating communities  
and a sense of belonging.  The project was a departure 
from my usual focus on urban and industrial 
landscapes.  

CJ Crosland
CJ Crosland is a self-taught artist and street 
photographer. These images are from their current 
project “Fishing With Dynamite”, a series of flash 
street photography. The second zine from this series 
“ZEST” is out now. www.cjcrosland.com

Terence Lane 

Terence Lane is a self-taught photographer based in 
Sherwood Forest.  Areas of interest include the urban 
and rural landscape – sometimes responding to the 
formal aspects of design placed within or growing 
out of a landscape, at other times attempting to make 
some sense of the apparent organised chaos in nature.  
www.terencelane.com

Francis Minien MA ARPS
Our world is not perfect, but it is beautiful and there 
is beauty in the everyday. I seek the extraordinary in 
the everyday, the abstract in the actual. I live, travel 
and explore my everyday world and capture what I see 
as the essence of our imperfect world. 
www.francisminien.com 

Francesco Marchetti 
Francesco Marchetti is an Italian living and working 
in London. He is interested in street and documentary 
photography, and has recently completed a short 
course in Reportage Photography at the London 
College of Communication.
www.fmarchettiphotography.com

Kathryn Alkins
I have lived in London most of my life but I grew up 
in North Wales and continue my association with the 
area. I bought my first digital camera five years ago 
and have since worked to improve my photography. I 
am currently enjoying exploring I.C.M. to convey mood 
and atmosphere in familiar settings.
kathrynalkins.myportfolio.com

Crouch End Satellite Group
Our thanks to the Crouch End Satellite Group for their 
feature. To find out more about the group contact 
Eva Turrell at: turrell.eva@gmail.com

BackFLIP
Our thanks to: Christopher Burke, Chris Moxey, 
Quentin Ball and Krystina Stimakovits for their 
contributions.

Gallery
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Belonging
Front cover image Graham Bridgeman-Clarke
Back cover image Ray Knox

Published by

London Independent Photography is an all-inclusive 
community organisation comprising of photographers 
with varying level of expertise and disciplines. It 
was founded in 1987 as an informal gathering of like-
minded photographers, and you can still experience 
that opportunity to informally discuss your work and 
the wider photographic world at various satellite 
groups across the capital.

There is no obligation to attach oneself to a specific 
group, but many members will do so based on 
geographic location or because they find an affinity with 
a particular branch.

To find out more about individual groups visit 

http://www.londonphotography.org.uk/satellites/about2/

There are many ways to keep up-to-date with member 
activity through our website and social media channels. 
Highlights is a monthly newsletter that keeps us 
informed. As well as exhibitions run by individual 
groups we hold a judged and curated annual exhibition, 
highlighting the amazing range of works across the 
whole organisation. 

fLIP is published three times per year with the aim to 
showcase (primarily) members’ work and to engage 
readers in a wider dialogue concerning diverse 
approaches to photography. It is funded entirely by 
annual membership fees, contains no advertising and is 
free to members.

Membership

Current costs: Annual Membership Subscription: £35 
UK / £39 Outside UK

Current stockists

Photographers Gallery Bookshop: 16–18 Ramillies 
Street, London W1F 7LW

National Portrait Gallery BookshopSt Martin's Place, 
London WC2H 0HE
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Contributing editor

Ingrid Newton

Artwork and layout

Anita Chandra   

flipdesigner@londonphotography.org.uk

Submissions

The theme for the next edition is Youth
Deadline 31st May 2019
Submissions are welcome online:
 www.londonphotography.org.uk/magazine/submit

A call for members’ contributions and ideas

Besides our regular call for submissions, we welcome 
your proposals for extended feature articles aligned to 
the themes of forthcoming issues of fLIP. We also invite 
you to submit your reviews of current exhibitions and 
recently published books. And please continue to send 
us details of your own exhibitions and published work 
for inclusion in BackFlip.

Email us at: editors@londonphotography.org.uk

Selections for publication are made solely at the Editor’s 
discretion. No responsibility or liability is accepted for the 
loss or damage of any material or for those received after the 
submission deadline.

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be 
reproduced in any material form (including photocopying or 
storage in any medium by electronic or mechanical means) 
without written permission from the copyright owner. 
Applications for the copyright owner’s written permission to 
reproduce any part of this publication should be addressed 
to the publisher. The views expressed in this publication are 
not necessarily the views of the publisher or the editors. The 
publisher and editors accept no responsibility for any errors or 
for the results of the use of any information contained within 
the publication. Copyright London Independent Photography, 
2019. All photographs in this publication are copyright of the 
photographer and articles are copyright of the writer, unless 
otherwise indicated.

Gallery
Terry Prudente
Terry Prudente is a Londoner and former creative 
director. In urban photography he looks for images where 
people, places and objects come together in intriguing 
juxtapositions - when everyday situations can appear 
extraordinary.  He occasionally gets one.

Geraint Roberts
I’m a freelance photographer and for ‘work’ I’m usually 
taking headshots and covering events. When I’m not doing 
that, I’m still a photographer, often using my old Nikon 
D3200 as my carrying about camera. I try to get a few 
pictures every day of whatever catches my eye.

Sandra Roberts 
Sandra Roberts is an outdoor photographer who enjoys 
documenting the changing and different environments 
around her. Her urban photography captures the fleeting 
moments when people pass her by or the found pictures of 
moments of interest that catches her eye. 
www.sandraroberts.myportfolio.com

Marco Ruggeri
Marco Ruggeri is a London based amateur photographer. 
His passion for travel photography recently took him to 
Cuba, visiting a school’s amateur boxing club in Havana, 
where this image was captured. Another image from this 
series was presented at a recent LIP exhibition, organised 
by the Crouch End Satellite Group. 
www.marcoruggeriphotography.com

Len Salem
Len’s photography is more about how he feels and 
responds to a subject than documenting it.  He works more 
often within the framework of a project rather than in 
single images and sometimes uses text as an integral part 
of the work. He is always prepared to diverge from both 
these approaches and tries to keep an open mind on the 
best way to present a new idea.

Robin Segulem
Robin is an enthusiastic photographer of the built 
environment. robin@segulem.com

Jo Stapleton 
Jo Stapleton is a Hertfordshire based film photographer 
and darkroom adventurer, with an interest in constructed 
realities photography and alternative processes. 
www.jostapleton-beatniksoupphotography.com

Anita Strasser  
Anita Strasser is an urban photographer / visual sociologist 
based in south-east London. She’s got a Master’s in 
Photography and Urban Cultures and is currently doing a 
PhD in Visual Sociology at Goldsmiths. Her work focuses 
on the everyday life practices of urban communities and 
mountain folk. www.anitastrasser.com

Ann Ulrick 
Ann particularly enjoys taking photographs of natural 
landscapes, wildlife and community events. A recent 
project documented a charity's activity weekend for refugee 
children in Lavrion, Greece. 
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